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Abstract : The objectiveof this paper is to introduce and identify the techniques and methods of hand gesturerecognition throughhuman computer
interaction. Human-computer interaction is very essentialcomponent of most people's daily life. We have discussed some Human Computer Interaction
(HCI) techniques and methods which will recognize the human hand gesture recognitionthrough different methodologies. The goal of gesture
recognitionresearch is to establish a system which can classify specific human gestures and can make its use to convey information or for device
control. These methods have different input types and different classifiers and techniques to identify hand gesture. This paper includes hand gesture
recognition, human computer interaction systems, apps and comparative study of techniques and methods used in these systems. Applications for hand
detection segmentation technique, RGB color scheme, web cam, real time tracking method q and The Markovhidden models, Depth Map methods and
models are used in different researches.In this paper we have discussed maximum seven methods from the previous researches. We will analyze the
best methodology of hand gesture recognition along with the pros and cons of each article.
Key words: q and hidden Markov models, Depth Map, RGB color scheme, Kinect camera, leap
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1.0

INTRODUCTION:

Human interact with each other mostly occur through
speech but some non-verbal means of communications are
also used for interaction between humans as well [1]. The
objective of creating hand gesture recognition system is to
generate a natural interaction between human and
computer where recognized gestures can be used for
monitoring a robot or can conveymeaningful information
[14].Hand gestures are the source of delivering information
which is not easy to perceive. This research shows the
different methodologies to detect and read the language of
hand gesture for effective communication. Hand gesture
recognition through robust marker less hand gesture
recognition system, through segmentation method, Depth
Map based recognition Captured by RGB-D Camera
[13,15], Depth-Sensing Cameras based recognition and
EMG Monitoring [21], using the convolutional neural
network (CNN) to recognize gestures, based on Wireless
Sensor, using Webcam, using a real-time tracking
technique [6] & Markov hidden models, recognition through
machine is an important and efficient topic in human
interaction system [7]. If computer would be able to
understand human‘s hand movements or gestures, we can
reduce the gap between them and the tasks will become
much easier. Human hand recognition is used in many
areas such as image processing, cyber security and
robotics etc. Hand gesture recognition is very active
research topic now a days. As increasing interest and
worth of gesture detection, experiments have been
conducted to verify the results of application and system. In

this article, we have comparatively discussed many
techniques and methods in these systems and application.
These systems introduced us with new techniques to
recognize emotions. This article consists of five sections,
section I consists of introduction of this article. Section II
consists of categorization of hand gesture and its features.
Section III contains comparative study (review) of previous
studies. Section IV consists of conclusions and results of
article.

2.0

RECOGNITION OF HAND GESTURE
RECOGNITION
ANALYSIS
FROM
PREVIOUS STUDY:

Hand gesture recognition can be recognized by the
human through its movements. But recognition of gesture
of human by a machine is a big challenge. Some of
previous studies have been discussed in this article.
3.1 Hand Gesture Recognition using Webcam
In this article the writer has focused on creating a new way
of communication or interaction between the computer and
human. And described the system that is supposed to
receive human gestures [38] as an input to control
computer applications. Writer had introduced a method
which make use of webcam through which gestures [39]
provided by the user are captured, processed and the
functions associated to that specific gesture is broughtoff
[25].
This
system
has
4
phases

Image
Acquisition
Image
Preprocessing
Feature
Extraction
Gesture
Recognition
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Figure 1:Hand Gesture Recognition
This system introduced uses python programming
Step#1: User‘s hand will be detected
language for the movements of cursor by hand gesture are
Step #2:Image will be captured
done using OpenCV [6,7] library, and the modules of
Step #3:Specific hand gesture will be identified
python used are PyAutoGUI [8,9] & NumPy [10,11]. The
Step #4: If the gesture for require movement is detected,
video
taken
will
be
fragmented
into
go
nonstoppicturesedgeson the behalf of functions defined in
Step #5:Coordinates of the mouse will be detected
OpenCV for the recognition of gestures done by the
andcursor movement will be performed.
handler [26]. In this paper for detection process, they
Step #6:Perform selection by using coordinates from the
eliminate the mouse using webcam. In the future it will be
mouse, go to detect next gesture.
the matter of attraction as it doesn‘t want any physical
Step #7:Speed of cursor will be decreased
contact with the device [27].
Step #8:Then speed of cursor will be increased
Algorithm for the system
Step#9:End
Start the webcam
Sample pictures of gestures evaluated to detect either the system receive input through human hand gestures using webcam.

This gesture increases the
speed of the cursorFigure
movement.
3

The gesture will decrease the
speed of movement of
cursor.
Figure
2

The gesture makes all cursor
movements as drag.

The gesture performs double
click operations.

Figure 4

Figure 5

3.2 A Simple and Effective Method for Hand Gesture
Recognition
In this paperanefficient and simple scheme is presented.
Usage of the skin color and labeling algorithm is introduced
for hand recognition,it will do segmentation on the hand
area from the background [28]. Then the center of mass&
the palm pointisoriginatedused for the production of the
baseline [29]. By which shapes of hand gesture the
signature will constructed [28,30]. As this can be forecast
thelabels of class &will be classify in last phase.

Hand Detection
Hand Gesture
Descriptor
Hand Gesture
Recognition

Figure 6:Hand Detection
In this experiment original set of data [5] of 240 hand
images are used for experimentwhich are captured by
normal camera under the same condition [31]. The main
focus is background, that background of the image should
be very clean [29]. The skin color is calculatedby the HSV
color model. Binary image is the output of the hand
recognition. But the overall performance of the proposed
method in this article depends on the proper detection of
hand gesture[29].
Algorithm for the system
Step #1: Capture the image from random camera
Step #2: Detect hand in image from skin color, skin
measured with HSV color model
Step #3: Crop the image, remove the part under the wrist
region using labeling algorithm.
Step #4:Define the center point of the palm, by the method
of distance transform.
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Step #5: Find the mass center of hand
Step #6: Characterize the shape of the hand gesture, by
distance signature.

Step #7:Perform Hand Gesture Descriptor, train data sets
for hand gestures (KNN Classifier).
Step #8: Perform evaluation on data sets.
Step #9: End

Matrixes of

The palm indicating palm point and mass
center.

1) Binary image
2) Distance Transform

Figure 7

3.3 A New Approach for Hand Gestures Recognition Based
on Depth Map Captured by RGB-D Camera
This paper isbased on depth map & RGB Kinect
camera, which give two types of info ―Depth Map‖ and
―RGB Image‖ [13]. In this paper they had used Depth map
info to examine & diagnose the hand gesture. The
proposed method consist of edge detection is also helpful
to remove the noise and segment the hand [32]. This
methodology is applied to recognize the French language
sign alphabets to demonstrate its effectiveness &
evaluation the strength of the strategic descriptors [14] is
used. Depth sensor [15] is used for better result, it consists
of two methodologies :1) Static & 2) Dynamic. Used static
gesture along with the individual movements and image as
an input. 23-static letter of the French alphabet are

Image
Acquisition

ISSN 2277-8616

recognized by them [33]. The main purpose is to attained
fast and precise hand gesture recognition [49] on depth
map which is conducted by Kinect camera [14].
The segmentation is an important module to is essential to
detect the hands and their appearances in the image [14].
Hand segmentation is comprised into 3 stages Edge
detection, Edge closing,filling the Hand region, and
removing all the unwanted edge regions. For the color
image & the depth mapthe Kinect sensor which is an input
device [14] is used.The depth info is the main factor which
gives each pixel depth for the sensor, firstly the depth info
is converted into a grey scale image [14]. To get good
result from camera people will be in 1.2 to 3.5-meter
distance, at the above of this the accuracy of the sensor
decreases rapidly [14,15].

Hand
Segmentation

Hand
Localization

Hand Gesture
Recognition

Feature
Extraction
Figure 8
There are 20 point which are detected in human body [14].
So, only the 12-point matched to the center of the righthand palm from the 20 key point coordinates matrix. In
hand segmentation they remove all noise & useless info
from the image by using the canny method [16]. It is most
effective method because it uses different threshold like
strong & weak edges, by applying a bilateral filter which
would preserve the edge and reduce the noise & then it will
deliver to the canny method for more efficient work. In this
paper they had used two types of structures:first one
consists of 2-D structure which denote the deformation of
the hand in the 2-D strategy & demonstrate the geometry

info & distinguish the shapes of the hand of the hand
structure [14]. And the second feature signify the depth info
3-D mainly selected to signify the finger position and palm
closure, they are based on proposed recognition system
[14,33]. With the change of gesture, the hand position
changed [32]. The point of view is related who established
different hand gesture affectionate the alphabet of the
American sign language [15].
Algorithm for the system:
Start#:Image is captured by RGB-D Kinect camera.
Step#1:Perform hand segmentation
Step#2:Hand Localization
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Step#3:Apply bilateral filter on the image to remove noise.
Step#4:Apply canny method for edge detection.
Step#5:Close the edge region in the image.
Step#6:Close the hand edge region.
Step#7: Verification of edge closure.
Step#8:Find the circle region.
Step#9:Authenticate the hand region closure.
Step#10: Feature Extraction (2D and 3D).
Step#11:Identify hand orientation[37].

ISSN 2277-8616

Step#12:Identify hand dimension and occupancy.
Step#13: Perform Euler number (describe the structure of
the hand).
Step#14: Find variance depth value for 3D features.
Step#15: Find depth average to centroid depth information.
Step#16: Evaluate dataset (2300 gesture images of 23
static French language alphabets).
Step#17: Check the performance of the system.
Step#18: End

Edge Detection
Figure 9: Edge Detection
picture [19]. The last format demonstrates the smooth
3.4 Hand Gesture Recognition for Human Computer
thresholder rendition of the picture. RGB color space
Interaction
image is taken from input image and then is cropped and it
In thispaper both the static and dynamic approach is used
convert into a gray scale image [17]. At that point,
for detection of hand gestures. [14] As previous paper used
thresholding strategy is actualized to get a twofold picture
only the static approach for their recognition. In this paper
from dark scale picture [18,36]. Shapes are a significant
the gesture which are detected like opening website,
apparatus for item identification and acknowledgment in
launching application like and VLC, MS power point.
picture preparing, in this paper the technique to identify
Interface between user & computer is the main area of this
and perceive the hand from the foundation is displayed
paper [17]. To obtain hand gesture recognition the two
[36]. Firstly, find white object from black background,
terminologies are used: Non-vision & vision based. For
besides to draw the forms which can be utilized to draw
some time, place and positioning of hand space does not
any shape gave the limit focuses [17,19]. Further they
change in static hand gesture, while, the waving of the
need to enhance and need more exactness do the
hand is defined in dynamic hand gesture [14].
augmentation of more motions to actualize more capacities
Generally, this paper contains two parts, backend
[17].
& frontend. There are three components of backend are
Algorithm for this system:
describedas the module of camera, module of
Start: Input image with normal cheap camera
detection&component of interface. [17] Connecting and
Step#1: Convert image into grey scale image
taking contribution through various sorts of picture identifier
Step#2: Remove noise from the image and smooth the
and send picture to the discovery module for further
image
process as edges this working is done in first segment
Step#3: Perform contour extraction
[18,19]. The next component is responsible for image
Step#4: Find convexity defects and convex hull
processing, it removes noise, color conversion which is
Step#5: Recognize gesture
done by contour extraction[34,35]. Thecomponent in the
Step#6: Use cascading classifier to expose gestures
last is responsible for mapping of the hand gesture
Step#7: Map pair of gesture actions
detected to t heir linked actions. Frontend contains three
Step#8: Dynamic gestures will be detected if any folder
layouts. Initial one gathers the video input caught through
(PowerPoint or google) is open and webcam detects the
camera with the relating name of the motion identified.
palm region for 5 constant frames dynamic gestures.
Second design demonstrate the shapes found in the
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By using gesture, user is
operating computer system, “V”
for VLC media player and “3”
for google browser.
The method to convert RGB
scale input image to grey scale
and crop the hand image.

The result of static gestures
used in experiment to represent
the gesture recognition system.
Figure 10
perceived is independently recorded against various
3.5 Hand gesture recognition using a real-time tracking
HMMs.In this article the feature extraction method consists
methodand hidden Markov models
of different modules: Thresholding[56]to extract the moving
In this paper the procedure used to perceive consistent
area in the complex backgrounds. Skin color detection, will
motion before stationary foundation. This method
detect skin easily by using the color information. And will
recognizes the unknown input gesture by the use of
detect the hand region by detecting skin regions from the
HMMs.The writer has observed recent and used methods
image.3rd module is edge detection; it is applied to the
associated with hand gesture techniques [53], this
image to separate the arm area from the hand area.The
technique is characterized into two methods glove based
model with the most elevated score demonstrates the
method [54,55] and vision-based method. This framework
proportional signal. This paper is not quite the same as
is having four modules which are: an ongoing hand
other HMM based signal acknowledgment frameworks this
following and extraction, include extraction, concealed
framework does not utilize any instrumented glove, not any
Markov
display (HMM) preparing, and
motion
markers for acknowledgment but rather it utilizes 2D video
acknowledgment.Initial step is to apply an ongoing hand
contribution
to
the
HMM based[51,52]
motion
following and extraction calculation to follow the moving
acknowledgment framework in the examinations of this
hand and concentrate the hand locale, at that point we
article we have tried our framework to perceive 20 distinct
utilize the Fourier descriptor to depict spatial highlights and
motions, and the perceiving rate is above 90%.
the movement examination to portray the worldly
The framework of the proposed method of this article.
highlights. At that point we join the spatial and worldly
highlights of the info picture arrange as our element vector.
Subsequent to removing the component vectors, we apply
HMMs to perceive the info signal of hand. The signal to be

Training Phase

Recognition
Feature Phase
Extraction Phase

Figure 11
Algorithm for the system:
Step#5: Find center of the hand
Start: Video Sequence
Step#6: Control the hand movement,through skin color
Step#1: Capture images from the video.
sampling.
Step#2: Perform Motion detection, edge detection and skin
Step#7: Determine the hand gesture region.
color detection on the image.
Step#8: Clear the background, if required.
Step#3: Collectively after detecting results of step 2 perform
Step#9: Determine the location and bounding box.
And Operation.
Step#10: End
Step#4:Do labeling
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The image scanned information Original image, Motion region, Skin color region, Edge
region

Results of image sequence in the database
Figure 12
3.6 A Real-time Hand Gesture Recognition and HumanComputer Interaction System
In this article, gestures are variable and hands are agile
[40]. This paper has three parts hand location, motion
acknowledgment [3] and human-interaction point [40].
Used CNN modified from LeNet-5 [46] To recognized
gesture, they use convolutional neural network and cheap
monocular camera [45]. Monocular camera [5] doesn‘t
provide in-depth information such as separation of
background from hands. Serious of sequential and static
2D images can get by this cheap camera [43]. Natural
communication network among people is hand gesture. So,
HCI has application scenarios that are based on gestures
[44]. Wearable electromagnetic devices and computer

Webcam
Input

Frames
Camera Module

Detection
Module

vision are two methods to perform gesture recognition [42].
First one performs good but the side-effect is it is costly
and unusable. Features that are extracted by image
processing are used for the performance of gesture
recognition [44]. They have a set of gesture that can
control mouse courser and it keeps a continuous trackable
hand and to limit the mouse courser‘s movement they use
Kalman filter that causes smoothness and stability [41].
Serious of transient, and intermediate gesture are caused
by gestures that changes from one to another [44]. Hand
gesture [45] variability can lead a significant change in
hand‘s shape. So, we need special point on hand and we
don‘t know where the center of hand exists. By the change
of gestures, hand‘s center is also changing. Palm‘s center
would be different form fist‘s center [41].

Recognized
Gesture

Interface
Module

Front
End
Figure 13

Algorithm for the system:
Start:Image captured by camera
Step#1:Hand detector filter out the hand image
Step#2: System terminates with hand is not detected
Step#3:CNN classifier is used to recognize gesture from
image

Step#4:Kalman estimator is used to estimate the position of
the mouse cursor as per the movement of a point tracked
by hand detector.
Step#5:The recognition and estimation outcomes are
submitted to a controller center
Step#6: A humble probabilistic model is used to resolve
what response the system should make.
Step#7: End
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The results show that some false gestures are also detected during the experiment of the
gesture changing from palm to fist.
Quick Analysis of previous study:
ARTICLES

No of Pictures for
Testing

TECHNIQUES

No of features

PERFORMANCE
OUTCOME %

Hand Gesture Recognition
using Webcam

Webcam Method

10 gestures

1

70%

A Simple and Effective Method
for Hand Gesture Recognition

Segmentation

10 images

1

95.5%

A New Approach for Hand
Gestures Recognition Based
on Depth Map Captured by
RGB-D Camera

RGB-D
camera
Depth Map

23static letters of
the
French
alphabet

2

86%

Hand Gesture Recognition for
Human Computer Interaction

Static &dynamic

7 gesture,6 static,1
dynamic

2

88%

Hand gesture recognition using
a real-time tracking method
and hidden Markov models

Hidden Markov Model
(HMM)

20 gestures

5

90%

A Real-time Hand Gesture
Recognition and HumanComputer Interaction System

Neural network and
cheap
monocular
camera

3200
images

1

85%

&

gesture

Graphical representation of Analytical study
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Pie chart Analysis

3.1

3.0

3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5

CONCLUSION

Some techniques and methods discussed in this article. In
which different methods of hand detection are discussed,
Webcam, wireless technique, KNN, HMM, Markov Model.
After analyzing nine articles of different authors regarding
hand gesture recognition we had concluded that the article
3.5 titled as ―Hand gesture recognition using a real-time
tracking method and hidden Markov models ―is best and
most accurate one. In this article writer describes a hand
gesture recognition system, technique used in this article is
to recognize continuous gesture before stationary
background. This method recognizes the unknown input
gesture by the use of HMMs. convoyed by suitable
confidence measures of the estimation accuracy. The
experiments are performed on real data for detection which
includes images of multiple users of different genders.
Each hand motion is made multiple times by 20 distinct
people. There are 60 changed picture successions caught
for each hand signal in the trial. There are twenty unique
motions, and 1200 picture successions are utilized for
preparing. The span of each dim dimension picture outline
is 256/256, the rate of casing is 30 outlines/sec, and signal
creation of each picture takes around one moment. This
method is much accurate and highly effective.
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